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Dear Ms. Sullivan --Thank you for your response. I'm excerpting from our correspondence, in an attempt at 

clarity.First --Eileen Sullivan wrote (rec. April 9, 1996):>>Mr. Leon:>Question #1: the following are the Record 

Identification Numbers for the four Warren Commission documents you inquired about:>>178-10004-

10022>179-40001-10233>179-40001-10430>179-40001-10431(GL)I appreciate this information - very helpful - 

and will be pleased to consult the four documents you list using the numbers you provided.>(EILEEN SULLIVAN 

wrote):>>>An advisory posted by the Assassination Records Review Board on>February 14, 1996, stated that 

the Review Board voted to release 4>Warren Commission documents. The advisory continued, "These 

Warren>Commission documents are the last documents generated by the>commission itself that remain to be 

released in full to the public." **There are other 'agency referred' documents that have not yet been 

released.**(GL)It's the final sentence of your above paragraph that occasioned my question in response. Ie, 

the "agency referred" documents mentioned above. The ARRB release seems to imply that all the "...Warren 

Commission documents...generated by the commission itself" HAVE been released, but that other Warren 

Commission documents which are "agency referred" have NOT been released.If I understand your implication 

correctly. If not, please clarify.My original query was quite simple.I'd previously sent you a list of Warren 

Commission documents (copied below), as referenced by Jim Garrison in both his book and in an extensive 

interview. I basically wanted to find out the current status of these Warren Commission documents.I have no 

way of knowing, however, which are "generated" by the WC, and which are "agency referred." In other words, 

whether there are unreleased "agency referred" documents in the Garrison list, which remain hidden from the 

public at this late date.Obviously the documents referenced below are of great interest to any student of the 

assassination, because they were targeted by Jim Garrison.So my objective here is rather humble - simply to 

ascertain whether the documents that Garrison sought 30 years ago from the Warren Commission are now 

available to the public. This, I feel, provides a useful benchmark for judging both the effectiveness of the ARRB 

(in securing the release of any documents still kept under seal) and in judging the overall compliance of the 

Government in releasing documents in the JFK case.So I hope my question is clarified. I wrote:>2) Is there any 

way to learn the names and ID numbers, and what the>current status of the "other 'agency referred'" 

documents is?>I have done some searching in the NARA database, but they do not appear to index Warren 

Commission documents and exhibits in any way that I can easily access.(EILEEN SULLIVAN:)>Question #2: your 

question is unclear. Is there a specific document you are inquiring about?(GL)I am enquiring about the short 

list of documents referenced below.My question at this point is, are any of these WC documents "agency 
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